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Once upon a time there was a beautiful queen that married to a very strong powerful king.  They had 

seven sons all very close in age.  (Specify names and ages and special characteristics)  The queen gave 

news to the king that they would be expecting an eighth child in the months to come. 

One morning the king was taking a stroll through the majestic gardens.  That day on his daily walks he’d 

round a very tall hedge in the garden to sit down on a marble bench by one of the ponds to sit 

peacefully for a few hours to collect his thoughts.  While sitting there on this particular day looking 

around watching the sunrise and the sky change from beautiful oranges and into a blue sky with a bright 

yellow sun, he noticed the most beautiful ebony black swan that he had ever seen gliding toward him on 

the pond.  As he gazed at the swan he noticed it kept coming closer and closer to him.  He could not turn 

from his gaze.  As if mesmerized his eyes were fixated upon the ebony black swan.  Again, he tried to 

remove his gaze, but at the third attempt a magnificent bright light started to glow and grow from the 

ebony black swan.  The king’s eyes widened.  Blackness enveloped around him yet the swan’s light 

intensified- lightening cracked in the distance then it stuck the ebony swan.   A thunderous crash and a 

blinding light-the king could see nothing.  Another thunderous crash, the kings eyes focused in time to 

see the ebony black swan explode into the ugliest creature that he had ever seen.  Afraid, the king 

dropped to his knees unable to move.  “What was this?” he thought to himself. 

The creature was not of animal or human or insect.  There was not a description that could fit such an 

ugly thing. 

“So you are the king of the land?” It said to the king. 

“Yes. Who are you?” the king cautiously answered. 

“I am the new leader unless you do as I say.” It strongly stated. 

“What do mean?” the king answered. 

It repositioned itself to the left as if to get comfortable then responded slowing but forth right, “You 

have seven sons and the queen is about to bear your eighth child.  If the queen has a daughter this time 

you will kill your seven sons.  Your daughter will then be placed first in line for the throne.  

The king looked at it and said, “My sons will not be put to death if a daughter is born.  Who is it that you 

think I would ever harm any of my children?” 

It repositioned itself to tower above the king and speak down upon him.  “I will not tolerate seven sons, 

seven princes in my land.  If a daughter is born, there will be only one ruler to deal with on my land.” 

With that the ugliest creature disappeared into thin air and everything in the garden became beautiful, 

bright and lovely again.  The king still on his knees trembled.  He was cautious while getting to his feet 

and looked around nervously to make sure he was alone again. 

The king thought to himself that it did not make sense, “why kill seven sons if a daughter is born.  There 

would be eight sons otherwise.  The ugliest creature could not tolerate seven sons but would it tolerate 
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eight sons-eight princes- if a daughter was not born?  This did not make sense to the king.  Fear driven 

the king return to the castle to his queen- his beloved wife.  

In the king and queen’s private chambers, the king told the queen the happenings in the garden that 

morning.  When the king finished the queen wept.  The king stretched out his arms and held her tight 

until she could no longer weep.  Exhausted, the king ushered his queen to bed where she could sleep.  

While she slept, the king’s thoughts replayed and replayed the morning’s events while he paced the 

floor.  Back and forth he paced in the chamber, thinking and tapping his index finger to his temple.  

“Think, think, think,” he said to himself tapping his finger and pacing.  “Why?”  “What do we do?”  

“What’s the solution?” 

When the queen woke a few hours later, the king was still pacing the floor at the end of the bed.  Once 

he saw that the queen had opened her eyes and sat up and lay against the pillows on the bed the king 

took a seat in the chair that was at the side of her bedside.   

Lovingly and softly speaking to the queen the king began to speak, “I have come to the conclusion that 

the ugliest creature has so much power that it could destroy us all.” Tears swelled in both their eyes as 

he continued,” We have never fought something like this,” pausing to fight back the tears though the 

tears broke over streaming down his face and simultaneously the queen’s tears streamed down her 

face, the king continued,” if”, he sniffed reaching then clasping her hand, “if the child is a girl we will 

have no choice.” “We don’t have the power to defend.”  The queen ran her free hand over her very 

expanded stomach nodding reluctantly in agreement.  

The chamber maids were summoned shortly after the king and queen calmed themselves down to a 

presentable disposition.   When the chamber maids arrived the queen requested that seven tiny caskets 

be prepared and hidden in the tower.  Though she tried to keep her composure in front of the chamber 

maids tears swelled in her eyes and streamed down her face during the request.   The king instructed 

the chamber maids to tell no one in the kingdom about the seven tiny caskets.  The chamber maids 

knew that when the king said to tell no one about the caskets they breathed in a fragment of fear- 

undaunted, unwanted fear that left them questioning and filling their imaginations with unimaginable 

scenarios. 

So within the next few days seven tiny caskets were built and prepared then locked away into the 

highest of the castle’s towers. The only key to the room was given to the queen.  She placed it upon a 

refined golden chain to be worn around her neck to keep the key close to her heart. 

Chapter 2 

A few days later, the queen summoned the chamber maids again in secrecy without the king’s 

knowledge.  “My lovely chamber maids,” the queen said sadly, “Please have the jewelry maker come to 

see me tomorrow late afternoon in the East castle tower in the spindling room but before the sun goes 

down.”  
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The chamber maids nodded their heads at the queen’s request.  As they turned toward the door to exit 

the queen cautiously said making them stop, “make sure you tell know one of the venture.  And tell the 

jewelry maker to keep the meeting close to his heart and tell no one.”  

Again the chamber maids nodded confirming that they understood the queen’s request and then quietly 

opened the chamber door and exited the room. 

Chapter 3 

The next day in the late afternoon but before the sun set the queen in the East castle tower spindling 

room heard a knock at the spindling room’s door.  Arising from her chair where she was deep in thought 

she quietly walked to the spindling room’s door and lifted the latch and opened the door.  There in front 

of her stood a very tall thin man wearing a black towel around his neck that was both shiny and dull 

looking at the same time.  It shimmered.  In his enormous hands he held a small tapestry bag that was 

not very colorful at all –containing dull earth colors in which the queen found interesting in the fact that 

the jewelry he made her and the king was always so bright with colors of the rainbow.  

“Please come in,” the queen requested the jewelry maker.  At her request, he bowed his head to the 

queen in courtesy and then lowered his head to enter the door entrance to get inside the spindling 

room.  Once inside the spindling room, he quietly waited for the queen’s instructions.   

“Jewelry maker, I need you make seven necklaces.  Have them be the most unique necklaces you have 

ever made.  They must include the family royal crest on each necklace and the following half inscription 

in a hidden location.”  Then the queen held out her hand that contained a small piece of paper thin pig 

skin for the jewelry maker to take.  The jewelry maker reached for the paper thin pig skin with his 

enormous hand that made the paper pig skin disappear once he contained it in his hand.  Then he 

opened his small dull earth colored tapestry bag all the while the queen continued to speak.  “I need you 

to make another special necklace for myself to wear and a ring for the king with the following full 

inscription on it.” While saying that the queen produced out of her other pocket of her gown a small 

black paper thin pig skin with gold lettering on the top with the kings initials. “Make sure this too has the 

family crest and a hidden place for the inscription,” the queen instructed and held out the black paper 

thin pig skin to the jewelry maker.  The jewelry maker took the black paper thin pig skin with his 

enormous hand and placed it in the small dull earth colored tapestry bag and when he closed the bag 

with both the pig skins contained the black towel around the jewelry maker’s neck shimmered brightly 

catching the queen off guard startling her a bit making her step back from her original stance.   

“Oh!” the queen said catching her breath after being startled.  “You may leave now jewelry maker. 

Please make the jewelry right away.  I need them as fast as you can make them in a three days’ time.  

Please not a word to anyone about the jewelry or this meeting.  Not even the king.  I will tell the king in 

my own time.”  

“I understand” the jewelry maker bowed his head said. “Thank you, my queen.  I will get you your 

necklaces a fast as I can before the three days’ time.” Then the jewelry maker bowed again to the 

queen. He ducted his head at the entrance of the door to get through and walk out down the castle 
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corridor. Placing her hands upon her very pregnant stomach, she walked behind the jewelry maker 

when he exited the room and closed the spindling’s room door and locked it with herself inside.  She 

needed some time to be alone with her child that was to come into the world soon so she sat in a chair 

and let her thoughts roam while she gently rubbed her pregnant stomach.  In a little while she would 

leave and join the king – her husband-for the evening meal that day. 

 

Chapter 4 

Jewelry maker in his shop 

Once the jewelry maker reached his small grass roofed, stone house, he began to work quietly in the 

front room by the open fireplace.   

First, he carefully removed the black towel from around his neck and laid it on the table in front of him.  

Smoothing and spreading it out carefully with his very large hands so that the towel became a long, flat, 

rectangle in front of him.  Then reaching into his small dull earth colored tapestry bag he pulled out a 

black colored tool that turned an illuminating whitish gold when he placed in on the black towel in front 

of him.  It began to sparkle-really sparkle to an intensity that illuminated the room with such brightness 

that it looked as though the sun were rising in the room.   

Carefully, the jewelry maker began to work making the most exquisite unique jewelry that anyone has 

yet to see. 

Inset 4/5  

It was the Queen who summoned the oldest son after the Jewelry maker left that day.  She paced the 

chamber room floor anticipating the child’s arrival.  There was a knock at the Chambers door. 

“Queen Mother?” the child asked from beyond the other side of the heavy wooden door.  “Tis, I your 

oldest son of seven.” “You summoned me?” 

Opening the door the Queen’s eyes fell upon her oldest son a very pleasant but worried look set-in 

when she gazed upon him.  “Queen Mother,” he said again.  “You had summoned me?” 

“Yes, my son. Come take a seat by the table, “she said as she pointed to an arrangement of chairs near a 

round wooden table.  Tears welded up in the corners of her eyes as she tried desperately to hold back 

the agony of a situation that she had no control over.  She looked down and caressed her stomach more 

agony hit while she carefully thought about the words she was about to speak. 

“The King doesn’t know that you’re here.” “Please do not ever tell him” “I will tell him in time what I am 

about to tell you.” 

She removed a key from around her neck and placed it in the oldest son’s hands. 
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“Go to the tower. Tell know one where you are off too.  Do not let anyone see you as you go.  If you see 

someone go the other way until you can make it to open a tower chamber.  Here is the key. 

“Then come and tell me what you saw..tell no one what you saw but only me.” 

The oldest son took the key nervously.  He noticed how the Queen shook when she placed the key in his 

hand.   

“Hurray, we may not have much time.” 

The Queen opened the door looked both ways and motioned for her son that the hall was empty for him 

to take dash to the tower.  The Queen put here index finger to her lips then to his before he left and 

said, “Tell no one!” 

Inset 6 –The Oldest Son and the Tower 

The tower steps were steep and curved as the oldest son climbed.  A fathom of fear and entered him 

each ascending step upward.  Thoughts of imaginable and unimaginable entered his mind.  A of pales 

white upon his face if anybody could of seen him.  Finally, the oldest son stood in front of a small 

wooden door shaking.  He began to talk to himself, “Ok, Queen Mother only appeared to be upset.” 

“Nothing is wrong.” “There is nothing wrong.” “Maybe, I misunderstood.” “This cannot be bad,” he kept 

telling himself. “Queen Mother’s always teary before another sibling is born.” “This cannot be bad.”  

With that last thought at that moment he produced the key from his pocket and placed the key carefully 

in the small wooden door and turned it.  Click, Click, Click he could hear the lock turn.  Then with a slight 

push the door opened. 

Anguish hit his face instant tears welled in his eyes. There he saw seven caskets, straw laid inside the 

family crest so prominently placed at the head and all of his brother’s names, one to each casket placed.  

His was the first nearest the door.  Sickness of stomach turned and churned. But, he entered in looking 

carefully around within his own casket besides straw was a dull tapestry bag.  As he neared to grab it 

and take hold the tapestry bag shimmered with a small illuminated light that looked as though the bag 

actually shook at the same time.  Fear hit him as to whether to grab the tapestry bag or not.  With 

bravery and an unconicousness he didn’t understand he grabbed the tapestry bag.  Held it close to 

himself, locked the chamber door.  With a new surge of energy, he descended quickly down the tower. 

Inset 7 – Queen Mother, Oldest Son Chamber 

“Queen Mother, there are seven tiny caskets up there,”the oldest son said in a panic trying not to pass 

out from the sight he just saw.  “Yes, the King and I had them placed there.” “This is not easy to say or 

tell you. The ugliest creature the King saw had come to destroy us all,” the Queen said. “He had given 

the King no alternative if the child that I am about to bear is a girl, the ugliest creature demanded that 

she become the only child of the court.”  The Queen began to weep, “My oldest son, please forgive me.” 

Do as I request of you so you and your brothers may live.  The time has come for all you all to flee the 

castle. Take with you what you need and go to the far side of the woods toward the mountain and wait.  

Soon the child will be born.  You and your brother’s will be able to see the castle from there.  Make 
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camp there tonight.  If a girl is born all the castle flags will fly black.  If you see black, pack up 

immediately and venture forth into other lands.  If a son is born all flags will be flown white and it will be 

safe for you to come back.  Go forth and prepare for your journey leave tonight without a word through 

the private passage in the library. 

The oldest son held out the tapestry bag to the Queen.  The Queen removed two items from the bag. 

 Chapter 5 

In three days’ time….. 

The early morning sun was on the horizon rose gracefully in pinks, blues and just a hint of orange.  As a 

very tall thin man exited his house with a small dull earth colored tapestry bag clutched inside enormous 

hand-it was jewelry maker.  He set forth towards the castle on foot. Enroute his travel that day he chose 

to take an alternate yet, a little longer route to get to the castle.  He chose to go through the majestic 

gardens were the king so often sat in the morning.  The greenery and hedges were in full bloom that 

morning as the jewelry maker rounded one of the out skirts hedges with the small dull earth colored 

tapestry bag concealed in his hand.  It was so quiet that not even a morning song bird could be heard.  

There were no crickets that morning not even a breeze to make a sound if it wanted too.  The pond was 

directly ahead and there was a little mist of the fog upon it gently an uncontrollable pull that kept 

pulling him forward to the pond.  In the mist a black ebony swan was seen floating gently in the middle.  

Panic struck at the heart of the jewelry maker.  His eyes became wide and nervousness.  Instead of being 

continually grabbed by the pulling force.  The jewelry maker threw himself to the side into a blossomed 

hedge.  With the leaves and brush about him he stopped the force from continually pulling him.  A 

thunderous crash was heard, lightening flashed before him as he sat in the hedge.  An intense brightness 

of white removed all color that he saw before him in a flash, temporarily.  Slowly, the jewelry maker 

focused his eyes, with a startled reflex; he threw himself backward to the ground.  There before him 

stood the ugliest creature that he had ever seen.  Fear hit him while he grasp concealed and held onto 

the small earth tone tapestry bag.  The creature towered over him inspecting him pivoting itself back 

and forth looking him over.  It was so enormous so intimidating that the very tall jewelry maker looked 

like a mouse in comparison to size.  The creature bent over again to the right then the left and looked 

behind the jewelry maker looked like a mouse in comparison to size.  The creature bent over again to 

the right then to the left and looked behind the jewelry maker.  The jewelry maker’s black towel began 

to shimmer about his neck, glistening.  He grabbed at his neck with his free hand trying to conceal it 

from the creature. 

“Seven tiny caskets are to be filled!” the ugliest creature stated in demand. “Seven!” the ugliest creature 

yelled again.   

“Seven?” the jewelry maker squeaked.   The jewelry maker sat there still with his hand over the black 

towel barely able to breathe slowly trying to catch a breath.  The ugliest creature repositioned itself 

again towering, yet this time hovering about the jewelry maker inspecting him again.  The creature light 

intensified with its anger. “I’ve warned the King!” the creature yelled.  “I’ve warned the King! “Again, the 

creature brightened itself with the jewelry maker making him bounce up off the ground. The bounce 
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threw him a little farther into another blossomed hedge.  When he hit, blossoms were released from its 

branches and flew in all directions.  Still in hand and concealed from the ugliest creature was the small 

dull earth colored tapestry bag.  The black towel around his neck had flown off in midair and landed in 

another blossoming bush nearby.  It began to shimmer.  The jewelry maker eyes grew wide with panic as 

he watched the blossoms in that hedge turn from light pink to an orange’s cast.  Enraged at the sight, 

the ugliest creature’s temper reached an all-time high. The ugliest creature sparked as though it had 

fireworks coming out of it.  With another thunderous boom, that hit the ground this time making the 

jewelry maker bounce higher.  And when he hit the water, fish flew decorating the shoreline.  Fish 

flopped and flopped around trying to get back into the pond.  He sat up in the pond water to his chest 

completely drenched with the small dull earth colored tapestry bag still amazingly concealed in his 

enormous hand.  He looked around and the ugliest creature had vanished. 

He arrived at the castle completely drenched at the castles gate.  The castle guard took notice and 

politely nodded at the drenched Jewelry maker.  Slowly, the gate was raised and as it did the dull black 

towel that was around his neck shimmered.  Putting the guardsman in a transit state that made him stop 

and put him in a statue stance with no moment but only to breathe.  It shimmered brighter and the 

clothes that the Jewelry maker was wearing became completely dry to the touch in a passing moment 

too quick for anybody to notice.  As the shimmer faded, the guardsman came back to life as though 

nothing had ever happened.  Yet, he did notice the Jewelry maker was all the sudden dry as he stepped 

through the entrance.  Then with a glint of a spark to the eye the Jewelry maker winked at the 

guardsman in amusement as the black towel lightly shimmer from his neck calming the guardsman 

down. 

The Queen’s personal chambermaid had been summoned by the Jewelry maker who took him to find 

the Queen.  They found her that day in the upper tower contemplating on how soon the eighth child 

would soon arrive.  Her stomach to her could not expand any more than it already had.  Her thoughts 

were that maybe delivery in the next few days would be possible.  Fear had hit her and the King hard.  

The ugliest creature he had ever seen had the power to take them over and kill them all. 

The Queen heard a knock at the door. 

“Who is it? “She yelled from inside the tower chamber room. 

“Tis, I.” “Your chambermaid. “I have with me the Jewelry maker, my Queen.” 

The Queen crossed the chamber unlatched the door.  There they stood in front of her the Jewelry maker 

and the chambermaid. 

“Thank you,” “You may go now,” she said to the chambermaid.  The chambermaid nodded, bowed and 

quietly retreated down the castles hallway. 

“Jewelry Maker, please come in,” she said.  He bowed his head to the Queen then humbly entered the 

chamber. 

“What have you brought to me this day?” 
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“Tis, what you have for me what I requested in three days-time? “the Queen said. 

The Jewelry maker smiled and as he did the black towel around his neck shimmered and lightly 

illuminated the room.  The Queen startled a bit took a step back to catch her breath.  “Tis, for luck,” he 

said.  Slowly, the Jewelry maker held out his arm with the enormous hand clenched tight then slowly 

opened it palm up.  There is was the small dull earth color tapestry bag.   

“My Queen, I have made you the most exquisite unique jewelry that had ever been made.  Enclosed is 

everything you had requested.  The inscriptions have been placed in for you.   The family crests in 

prominently placed upon each piece of jewelry. Take the small dull earth colored tapestry bag to keep 

them in.  It is my gift to you,” jewelry maker said. “My Queen, if it pleases you, may I continue?” 

The Queen reached for the bag that was surprisingly small in his hands was rather large for her hands.  

She placed the tapestry bag on the table and at the same time said, “It does please me, please 

continue.” 

He shifted his weight from the right side to the left as if on how to approach the topic of the situation 

that had a raised before he arrived at the castle. 

“My Queen, it’s the pond…A black ebony swan…”he trailed off in thought a bit.  “Please do not take the 

tapestry bag near the majestic gardens.” 

A ghostly white paled the Queen.  Her stance as she stood became unstable as she began to lean to the 

side of the nearby table. “Jewelry Maker gets the chambermaid!” “The child is coming now!” “I’m 

afraid.” the Queen squeaked. 

Her breathing started fast rapid in-hails as he leaned on the nearby table.  The Jewelry maker turned 

running for the chamber door. 

“Chambermaid!” he yelled. 

 

  

 


